
An Eid
Adventure

AN EXCITING AND FUN
ADVENTURE ABOUT EID

B Y  A D - D U H A  I N S T I T U T E



as his new invention

made him so happy

He clapped his hands

and laughed with glee

Dr Notorious

worked out of sight

On a late, busy,

summer night



DRAW DR NOTORIOUS'S LAB!



"come see! Bananions!"

he shouted loud

His invention had made

him oh so proud.

he wiped a joyful tear

from his eye,

"eid is no more," he said

with a happy sigh.



UHH, I

DONT

GET IT...

COOL!

HOW VERY

NOTORIOUS!

I LIKE

CANDY

UH OH...

THIS

LOOKS

BAD

DRAW DR NOTORIOUS'S INVENTION!



oooh, i

get it

now

COOL!

they will be sad and gloomy,

every girl and boy

they will forget its

true meaning and joy

no one will enjoy,

no one will play

"we will take the

day of eid away...



ACTIVITY: MAKE AN EID
ORIGAMI MOON



laughter and fun, a

joyous day indeed

On the other side of the

world early out of bed

______ was much too

excited to rest

for tomorrow would be

the blessed day of eid



DRAW YOUR ROOM!



the car broke down in

the middle of the way!

"We'll be at grandma's to

see the new eid moon."

but as they left for

grandma's house that day

"don't worry," said dad

"Insha'Allah we'll fix it soon



ACTIVITY: DRAW AND LABEL THE
MOON PHASES



when suddenly from the bushes,

he heard a strange sound

a piece was missing right

from under the hood

but as dad huffed and

puffed, the car stayed put 

______ said "let's find it."

and began looking around



DRAW THE BUSHES

heh

heh...

shhh!

they'll

hear us!

they won't

get to

grandma's

in time now

ha ha!

i like

cake!

uhh, i

don't

think

this is

a good

idea



the strange sight he saw

made him stop quite still

______ chased after them,

but they ran into the woods

it was the bananions! 

up to no good 

he chased and chased them

until he reached a hill

bananions,

scatter!!!!

uhh, do

you see an

angry

person

chasing us

cool! 

we're getting

chased!



ACTIVITY: USE THE CLUES TO
COLOUR THE PITCURE



______ went up to him

and asked what's wrong?"

The Shepherd boy cried,

"My sheep! they've gone!"

grass everywhere, as

far as he could see

and in the distance

someone cried: "dear me,"



DRAW THE SHEEP AND HILLS



a sacrifice so special,

as special as can be."

"Many of my sheep, they've

gone missing you see,

I must find them, before the

wolf has them for tea!

they're needed by many

for the blessed qurbani



ACTIVITY: HELP THE SHEPHERD GET
TO THE SHEEP, NOT THE WOLF!



and they searched every

road, corner and pathway

suddenly in the distance,

they heard a loud bleat

it led them to a cage

filled with fluffy sheep 

______ decided to help

and with the shepherd stay 



DRAW THE SHEEP IN THE CAGE



it was the bananions! they

had captured all the sheep! 

"dr notorious has special

plans for these!"

they cackled and chortled while

filling their spaceship with fuel

"stop right there bananions!

i challenge you to a duel!"



I LIKE

duels

which eid 

do muslims do

qurbani

on?

.........

.........

I LIKE

duels

why do

muslims do

qurbani on

eid?

you're

going

down!

Uh

guys....

ohhh, bet you

can't answer

that

Muslims perform Qurbani

because it is the Sunnah of

Ibrahim, and just as Ibrahim

sacrificed a lamb, to please

Allah SWT, we intend to do the

same to gain Allah's pleasure.

 guys....

.........

.........

bananions!!

scatter!!!!

ahhhh!

i dropped a

key... is anyone

even listening?

ruuunnn!!!



as the bananions scurried away,

they dropped a strange key

"we'll get them back and

celebrate eid with joy."

______ picked it up and

began looking for the sheep

"don't worry," said ______

to the shepherd boy



ACTIVITY: SOLVE THE EID WORDEARCH







"jazakallah my friend,

for helping me out,"

which led to a dock, so they

climbed aboard a ship setting sail

"Dr Notorious can't ruin our

eid, without a doubt."

and so they continued on

following the banana peel trail



DRAW DR NOTORIOUS'S PLANNING TABLE



as they stepped on board, the

land behind disappeared 

But ______ wasn't scared,

trust in allah made him brave

"Give me your gold!" a

pirate sneered

they were now on a pirate ship

surrounded by pirates and waves!



DRAW THE PIRATE SHIP



"arrr, we want gold!"

the pirates leered

"why do you want gold?"

______  cheered

better than our cousins, who

always have the most guests

"why? Well because we need to

throw an eid party that's best



ACTIVITY: FILL OUT THE EID
PREPERATION CHECKLIST

Hang up Eid decorations
Prepare Eid clothes
Make Eid cards
Wrap Eid gifts
Make a list of games to play on Eid



"but eid isn't about showing

off or having the most guests,

it isn't about having a big

party or trying to be the best.

we should share our food, give gifts

and think of those less fortunate,

It's a gift from allah, our

creator to us,



DRAW THE PIRATE'S EID PARTY







the pirates looked down,

sad and ashamed

"we should share our food

instead of trying to get fame, 

let's invite everyone, we

have plenty to share,

Blessings and peace will

follow us there."



ACTIVITY: DRAW YOUR EID MEAL BELOW 



but as the shepherd helped them

make invites to send all around,

a pirate came running

making a huffing sound

"Boss, came and see, the eid

food and gifts, they're gone!

all had been stolen! there

were none left, not even one



DRAW THE EID GIFTS



it was the bananions!

always up to no good

"dr notorious will love all

this yummy food"

they cackled and chortled while

filling their ship with fuel

"stop right there bananions! I

challenge you to a duel!"



I LIKE

duels

what is sunnah

to do on eid

day?

.........

.........

I LIKE

duels

when 

does eid al

adha begin?

you're

going

down!

Uh

guys....

ohhh, bet you

can't answer

that

eid al-adha begins on

the 10th day of the

last month of the

Islamic lunar calendar,

Dhu-al-Ḥijjah and lasts

for 4 days.

 guys....

.........

.........

bananions!!

scatter!!!!

ahhhh!

i dropped a

key... is anyone

even listening?

ruuunnn!!!



the bananions scattered and

skimmed in every direction

dropping another key in

their hesitation.

"they took the food! follow the

banana peel trail! look, a light!"

this led them to a rocket ship,

which was about to take flight...



DRAW THE ROCKET SHIP



then they were inside a rocket

ship floating through space

"EMERGENCY! take cover!

we're going to crash!"

a meteor is heading for us,

it's going to smash!"

all around them frenzied

astronauts raced



ACTIVITY: COLOUR IN THE PICTURE



"Laa Hawla wa Laa

Quwwata illa billah, said

______ calm as can be,

"allah is the most powerful,

and he will protect me."

All around the astronauts

watched in awe

as the meteor whizzed past

without moving a straw



DRAW THE INSIDE OF THE SPACESHIP



"he answers our prayers, and

so his name we should call.

and tomorrow's the day of

eid," ______ said with a

happy sigh.

"Hurrah! we're safe! allah

protected us all."

so much we have to be

grateful for you and I,



DRAW THE ASTRONAUT



but all around, glum

faces they saw

"Tomorrow I will see so

many of family and friend,

so ______ continued, "Eid gives

us blessings and so much more!"

Tomorrow to others, eid

greetings i will send."



ACTIVITY: EID HUNT - FIND THESE
OBJECTS AROUND YOU, THEN TICK THEM







The astronauts smiled with

recognition and love

"then we would join our families

for the yummy eid feast."

We would pray eid salah

and bake sweet treats,

"we used to celebrate this

day even when above,



ACTIVITY: DESIGN SOME EID CLOTHES FOR
THE BROTHER AND SISTER



"The eid clothes are gone,

and so is the loom!"

"we have prepared special eid

clothes for all of you and more

but then an astronaut came

running from the other room.

so take them and wear them,

and be grateful even more."



DRAW THE EID CLOTHES



it was the bananions! once

again causing mischief,

"dr notorious will love

this blue handkerchief."

they cackled and chortled while

filling their ship with fuel

"stop right there bananions! I

challenge you to a duel!"



I LIKE

duels

when should

we pray eid

salah?

.........

.........

I LIKE

duels

who should the

meat of qurbani

be shared with?

you're

going

down!

Uh

guys....

ohhh, bet you

can't answer

that

The meat of qurbani

should be shared

equally among

ourselves, the poor,

friends, and

neighbours.

 guys....

.........

.........

bananions!!

scatter!!!!

ahhhh!

i dropped a

key... is anyone

even listening?

ruuunnn!!!



the bananions tried to run, but

this time they were caught

by the shepherd, the pirate,

the astronaut and ______

I LIKE

cages

"quick! get on board the bananion

ship to get it all back!"

ahhhh!

they took

the third

key too

noooo!!!

i can't

breathe

and so, they all grabbed hold,

the shepherd, the pirate, the

astronaut and ______

we're

trapped!



DRAW THE KEYS



but then, they heard a

hissing, whizzing sound

they couldn't see anything,

not even a bit,

they came to a dark room -

so dimly lit

the invention was there,

and boy was it loud!



DRAW THE INVENTION



and just then, from behind

they heard a shout

"How will this stop?"

_____  wondered aloud.

it devoured the food and

ripped up the clothes, 

it had captured the sheep and

was making them bold,



ACTIVITY: COMPLETE THE
DOT TO DOT PUZZLE





DRAW THE MASJID





DRAW THE EXPLOSION



and ______ opened his eyes

to see he was on the street

And then there was a whizz,

bang, bong, ting and a squeak

grandma, dad and everyone

else were celebrating

all around the people celebrated

eid with happy feelings

AALLHHAAMMDDUULLIILLLLAAHH



ACTIVITY: CAN YOU GUESS THE SUNNAHS
OF EID FROM THE PICTURES?



and then they did qurbani with

the shepherd before noon

and so they all prayed eid

salah on the moon,

Content and grateful for

allah's many blessings

AALLHHAAMMDDUULLIILLLLAAHH

after that they joined the

pirates for an afternoon party



DRAW THE PEOPLE GOING TO EID SALAH



I LIKE

cages

ahhhh!

they took

all the

keys...

i still....

i can't

breathe

uhhh, do

we just

stay here?


